HAMEAST HALL GOV MEETING MINUTES 4/16
Anna, Brandon, Amy, Austin, Charlie, Kevin, Amber, Erika, Desmond, Meech

1. RHA Event Evaluation for Just Dance Comp.
2. Earth Day of Service with Holden Center April 25th
   - Sign up!! 9am-1pm (that's when HallGov is going)
   - Word-of-mouth is going to be our method of advertising
3. HAMSTOCK
   Funding
   - Amber and Erika are presenting to the finance meeting tomorrow. Asking for lots of money ($1875).
   - SARC is giving us $500 if they can participate and run a game at the event!
   - But we still have a long way to go... this event is almost ($3000).
   Staging & Power
   - Got tents for the food, but not the stage. Pray 4 no rain.
   - EMU Event services meeting Friday for sound equipment stuff
     - Anna, Desmond, and Erika are going
   - Desmond is the “point person” for this staging and sound information (meaning go to him with question pertaining to this)
   - Humpty Dumpty lawn map-out
     - SUNDAY @ 2PM Y’ALL BE THERE
     - What do we need to map out?
       - Stage
       - Food
       - Tie-dye
       - Henna
       - Games
       - Raffle/sign in
       - Sound equipment
       - Where someone can film
       - Radio Station might want table or two?
   - Stage dimensions: 4 platforms that are 4x8
     - (INSERT THE 10 MINUTE DEBATE THAT CONCLUDES ONLY THAT OUR HALL GOV SUCKS AT MATH)

Performances
- Erika contacted Divisi and Corey Harper to play
  - (Absolute Improv as a back up)
- Mello Yello and Desmond are GOOD TO GO
- Erika contacting Spiller and Chris Golden

Games
- SARC is bringing their own games
  - We’re going to cut some games, depending on what they say
- Austin is the point person for games

Food and Drinks
- Waiting for the RHA approval...
- Kevin working sign in/raffle/food
- Decoration/mood setting
  - Dian is doing henna! Just gotta buy the mix
  - Tie-dye: bring your own shirt thing
  - **Erika** is point person for tie-dye logistics (but we’re going to talk to Tash first)
  - Hamstock Banner for stage
    - Amber and Chloe: come up with a draft design, then planning HERO trips
    - **Amber** point person for banner/flyers
  - Also need to measure lights to put around stage

Advertising
- Cardstock flyers for common areas of dorms
- Regular paper for the others
- 4-5 large posters for dining
  - **Brandon** point person for posters
- **Austin** Yik Yak-er point person

Other
- Raffle tickets (provided by Desmond, put in sidekick)
- Prizes from radio station, T-shirts, RHA merch, Duck Store, Track Town, big prize at the end?
- Keep it running throughout the whole event
- **Kevin Amber Amy** point persons for prizes/sign ins
- Anna is reserving walkie talkies AND looking into stage tenting

Delta Plus:
Very productive, got a lot done!
Erika did amazingly <3 and she looked cute doing it.
NEW PERSON YAY CHARLIE

Delta Minus:
Missing a lot of members 😔
Went over 9:00pm